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Abstract—Users are often not only interested in the current web page contents but also in changes in it. In this paper we describes web page change detection system based on Signature of Node corresponds to HTML pages. In this proposal first HTML document is filtered into XML structure document and then transforms XML pages to trees using DOM. The node signature comparison algorithm is developed to compare the trees of old web page and modified web page to find the changes in the web page. This system highlights changes of content i.e. deletion and addition of text and attribute changes i.e. font change, caption change, color change etc. and highlight the changed part in red color and displays to the user. This algorithm gets result faster as it does not search the sub tree if that sub tree does not have any changes.

Index Terms—Change monitoring, Signature of Node, Web Page change detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Web sites deliver information to the user in the form of web pages. The web is massively and constantly being updated with new pages that contain more and more information. Changes in web page will be classified as content changes, i.e. deletion and addition of fields in a table, attribute changes e.g. changes in the font, changes in the caption are termed as content changes. A user may visit certain Web pages repeatedly and is interested to know how each document has changed since the last visit. For example, a stock trader will be interested to know how the market is changing continuously every moment. The stock price can be changed. Similarly, to find certain items in the web pages which are changes frequently e.g. one could be interested in knowing the ranking of the hit songs. In this case changes in the ranking correspond to changes in the layout of the web page. Thus this system, helps to reduce the browsing time of the user and allows the user to find the items in web pages which change frequently. In addition to above, the system can be helpful for versions and querying the past. The user may want to version a document or part of a web page and later need to ask a query about the past e.g., ask for the value of some element at previous time and to query changes e.g., ask for the list of items recently introduced in the catalog. The system is helpful for monitoring changes in a web page. This comparison process will be performed by generating the DOM trees for old web page and newly modified web page.

In this paper we describes web page change detection system based on Node Signature comparison mechanism corresponds to HTML pages. As part of the implementation, first HTML document is filtered into XML structure document and then transforms XML pages to trees using DOM structure. Then Node Signature algorithm is developed to compare the trees to find the change of text. The conversion of HTML pages to XML is done because XML is becoming the new standard for semi-structured data exchange over the Internet. The characteristics of XML, tree-structured (i.e. a collection of nodes) and self-descriptive, facilitate some form of automatic semantic integration. We assume only change in content and attribute of HTML tag so its corresponding change in the text and attribute node of xml document.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Number of research papers was found that handled the design of efficient algorithms for detecting changes in Web pages. In [1], [2] and [3], various different algorithms are described for detecting changes in XML documents. The algorithm in [3] is based on finding and then extracting the matching nodes from the two trees that are being compared. From the non matching nodes, the change operations are next detected. Matching of nodes is based on comparing signatures (functions of node content and children) and order of occurrence in common order subsequences of nodes. The works in [1] and [2] transform the pages to trees according to the XML structure and use edit scripting to compare them. The strength of these algorithms lies in their low time-complexity, which is in the order of O (nlogn).

Recent work in change detection has focused on computing differences between flat files. The GNU diff utility and AT &Ts HtmlDiff [4, 6, and 7] are examples of this category. These examples use the LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) algorithm [8] to compare two plain text files or two HTML pages. This LCS works well for flat files; however, it fails to take into account the hierarchical structure information possessed by an XML document [5].
In [9], Erwin Leonardi explained that change detection using ordered and unordered tree model approach is not suitable because lot of memory required keeping two versions of XML documents in the memory. In this paper author uses traditional relational database engine for detecting content changes of ordered large XML data. First it stores XML documents in RDBMS and then detects the changes by using set of SQL queries. This approach gives the better scalability and better performance. Different tree distance algorithms lead the foundation for change detection in structure document and XML. Out of that in [10] Tai presented tree-to-tree correction algorithm by defining the ordered mapping between two trees. This algorithm gives the best possible matching between two trees but with a runtime of $O(n^2h^2)$, where $n=\max(n_1,n_2)$, $h=\max(h_1,h_2)$, $h_1=$height of $T_1$ and $h_2=$Height of $T_2$. XMLTreeDiff [11] computes difference between XML Documents based on heuristic similarity majors. It computes the hash values for the nodes of both the documents using DOM hash [12] and then reduces the size of the two trees by removing identical sub trees.

III. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM

The general architecture is shown in fig. 3.1. This system contains Comparator Module which contains Node Signature comparison algorithm which identifies the difference between two HTML pages as change in content and attributes. The architecture uses the stand alone model.

Fig. 3.1The General architecture of the web page change detection system.

There is a major path from the start state to the end state (denoted in the figure by ellipse). It corresponds to the steps taken to process a user request. When system starts, Option Form that interfaces to the Input Unit is available to user. From the Option Form user can select the Node Signature Comparison Form. After selection of the above form user will input the old Web Page and Modified Web Page. Afterwards, the Input Unit asks the Crawler to fetch the old Web page from archive and Modified from site. These pages will be saved in Page Report Archive via Report Archive Page Manager and also passed to Manager. Now Manager Passes modified and the old HTML files to the HTML filter which converts HTML to XML files and passes to Tree Builder which returns two abstract trees corresponding to the two web pages. The Manager sends these trees to the Comparator which determines the differences between them. Afterwards Manager calls the Presentation Module and sends it the result. The Presentation Module makes a report out of results and saves it into the Page Report Archive. The Notification Center will assemble all the reports related to that web page, recompile a new report and sends it to the user. The Inverse Tree Builder accepts tree for modified page and converts tree to HTML page and gives it to browser for display as output.

A. Our Approach

We assume only text nodes are changed. Other types of nodes such as element and attribute nodes are not considered. This algorithm can identify a sub tree for further exploration while tossing out other sub trees if they do not show changes. Thus, exploration of the search space can be reduced. Our goal is at first to detect whether or not the two versions of web pages are identical. If not, we match each element value in the old version with its corresponding value in the modified version in order to detect value changes. This top down algorithm starts from the root nodes of the two versions by comparing signature values. Then the immediate children nodes of the root nodes will be compared. If a leaf node changes, the algorithm can detect changes not by inspecting the node itself but also its parent node, grand parent node and so on. For this, a signature of each node is constructed.

B. Signature Calculation

To reduce the number of node comparisons between two versions, we compare the node signature of a node in the old version with its corresponding node signature in the modified version. The algorithm first Assign Hash value for all child node of given tree that is text node using GetHash() function. Here the signature is the function of the hash value calculated from the contents of the node. Furthermore, the signature of interior node is simply summation of all its children node’s signatures except the leaf node. Now the definition of signature is as follows

Suppose, $X$ is a node in a DOM tree $T$,

$\text{Signature}(X) = \text{Signature}(X_1) + \text{Signature}(X_2) + \ldots + \text{Signature}(X_n)$

Where $X_1, X_2 \ldots X_n$ are the descendants of $X$.

If, $X$ is an element associated with a text node (its value is $V$),

$\text{Signature}(X) = \text{Hash}(V)$

i.e.

$\text{Signature}(X_1) = \text{Hash}(V)$

And

$\text{Signature}(X_n) = \sum_{x=1}^{x=n-1} \text{sign}(x)$

Fig 3.1 Typical tree for Signature Calculation
Pseudo code for Assign hash values is given as follows

**Algorithm: Assign Hash value for all child node of given tree.**

//This algorithm assigns Hash value for all child nodes of tree
Step 1: Input: Root node of tree
Step 2: For each child of current node
Step 3: obtain branch count of current node
Step 4: If (branch count==0)/i.e. current node is text node
……………continue
Set ChildNode.tag = Hash value of text of child//Assign hash value to text node using GetHash() function
Step 5: Else
……………(Recursively call AssignHash() for present node) i.e. go to step2
Step 6: End.

Pseudo code of Signature Calculation given as

**Algorithm: Calculate Signature**

//This algorithm calculates the signature for all the tree nodes including root node
Input: Root Node
Step 1: For each tree node in the tree
Step 2: Check tag property of child node of current node
If child.Tag==null
goto step 1
Else
………Calculate signature of current node by adding the tag value of child to the tag value of current node.
currentnode.tag=currentnode.tag+child.tag
Step 3:End

C. Change detection

For the change detection, we first identify whether there is any change between Old Web Page and Modified Web Page. If the answer is yes, next we determine where this change occurs. With regard to first problem the signatures of two root nodes of Old Web Page and Modified Web Page are compared. If these signatures are same, there is no change between documents. If there is a change in any descendant node, the signature of this node will be changed as well as that of its immediate ancestor and thus that of the root node.

If signatures are different we need to address the problem of comparing nodes. For this, first children node’s signature of the root node in the old web page will be compared with its corresponding nodes signature in the modified webpage. If these are same, sub trees rooted by these nodes from the web pages will be discarded. In other words, no further comparison will take place for these two nodes in the old web page and modified web page and their descendants. When the leaf nodes of the old web page and modified web page are reached and signatures are different, we will have arrived at the nodes where changes appear.

The pseudo code of Change Detection given as follows

**Algorithm**: Find changes

//This algorithm identifies the sub tree and text node of sub tree of new page where changes is occurred
Input: two trees T1 and T2.
Step 1://check for no change in page i.e. root nodes of T1 and T2 are equal
If( Signature of root node of T1 ==Signature of root node T2 )………continue
No change in new page
Goto End
Else
For each child node of T1 tree and for each child node of T2 tree
//Compare each child of T1 with its corresponding same child of T2
//compare child of T1 with child of T2 having some index.
If(child1.Index==child2.index)
If (Signature of child of T1 ! = Signature of child T2)
{              //check for text node
child1.Nodes.Count==0 &&
child2.Nodes.Count==0 of child1 and child2
Changes found. Text node i.e Text node T1 is change by Text node of T2
}Step 2:End.

Fig.3.2 (a)

Fig.3.2 (b)

Fig 3.2 (a and b) Typical Trees for change detection

IV. INVERSE TREE BUILDERS

The Inverse Tree Builder rebuilds a highlighted Web page which shows the changed parts by using the information about the differences between the nodes of the
new tree and those of the old tree.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The application which is discussed in this paper is developed using the C# language and .Net platform. The typical web page considered for an experiment is as shown in figure 5.1. The old web page and modified web page given as input to the node signature comparison interface produces results as shown in figure 5.2.

VI. RESULTS

We have randomly changed less than 10% of text of each web page and applied Generalize algorithm already developed by authors [22] and Node Signature algorithm. We measured the response time to detect the changes. Table 6.1 shows the list of readings. The response time of Node Signature is faster than Generalize algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Generalize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>547</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Node Signature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

The systems detect the changes in attribute, text and highlight the changed part in red color. This approach identifies the changes between the node signatures. It traverses fewer nodes in tree to detect changes between two web pages. Experimental results show that node signature is faster than Generalize tree algorithm.

The system is very useful for saving your countless browsing hours by keeping you up to date with what’s new on web being monitored.
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